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Résumé en
anglais
Testing the reliability at a nominal stress level may lead to extensive test time.
Estimations of reliability parameters can be obtained faster thanks to step-stress
accelerated life tests (ALT). Usually, a transfer functional defined among a given
class of parametric functions is required, but Bagdonavičius and Nikulin showed
that ALT tests are still possible without any assumption about this functional. When
shape and scale parameters of the lifetime distribution change with the stress
level, they suggested an ALT method using a model called CHanging Shape and
Scale (CHSS). They estimated the lifetime parameters at the nominal stress with
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). However, this method usually requires an
initialization of lifetime parameters, which may be difficult when no similar product
has been tested before. This paper aims to face this issue by using an iterating
least square estimation (LSE) method. It will enable one to initialize the
optimization required to carry out the MLE and it will give estimations that can
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